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EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX/CAR. AFTERNOON.

Three thugs, Seth, Dean and Roman, sit in a car waiting

around in the apartment parking lot. The guy in the drivers

seat, Seth, makes a phone call. A girl on the other end,

Vicki, picks up.

VICKI

Hello?

SETH

Hi, this is Seth with the housing

complex main office. We wanted to

inform you, that a couple of our

maintenance workers will be coming

around shortly to do a routine

check up on your water heater. Its

a check up done quarterly and

should only take a sec.

VICKI

OK, that’s fine. Someone will be

here.

SETH

Great, see you soon.

They hangs up. Seth and his crew exit the car and head to

the trunk.

DEAN

So, who’s in there?

SETH

Our guy, Tony. His girl, Christina

and their roommate Vicki.

DEAN

Two girls, one guy? Kinky.

ROMAN

So, how did this come about again?

SETH

OK, So the boss had his shindig for

his birthday, like three weeks ago,

right?

DEAN

Right.

Seth and Roman grab some materials from the trunk including

a crowbar, night stick, clipboard, duct tape and zip ties

among other things.
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SETH

So according to boss-man, at his

party, this cat whose house we’re

about to invade, was caught on

camera lifting a very valuable

figurine. The same favorite

figurine, we stumbled upon from one

of those online auction sites from

this exact city.

DEAN

How stupid can you be?

ROMAN

Right?

They close the trunk.

INT. APARTMENT. AFTERNOON.

Roommates and buddies, Vicky, Christina, and Tony sit around

the living room of their two bedroom apartment watching old

cartoons and eating pizza. Christina plays with her phone a

bit before setting it down.

CHRISTINA

Babe, can you grab my charger? my

phone’s about to die.

TONY

Yeah.

Tony gets up and goes to the back room for the charger.

Then, a knock at the door. Vicki gets up to answer it to

find Dean waiting.

DEAN

Hi, were here to check on the

A/C...

Before he can step in, Vicki stops him.

VICKI

I thought you were here for the

water heater?

Realizing his error, Dean stalls. However, before she can

shut the door, the night stick wedges in and keeps it open.

The three guys shove their way in and close the door behind

them. Chaos ensues...
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SETH

Everybody be cool, and no one gets

hurt!

The guys force the girls into their seats. Christina gets in

Seth’s’ face. He gives her knees a hard shot with the stick

and she is forced back down.

SETH

That’s strike one.

Roman hands out zip ties to the girls, and makes his duct

tape handy.

ROMAN

Put these on.

The girls comply. Dean looks around the apartment and makes

his way into the kitchen where he see some remaining pizza

and grabs a slice. From the back room, Tony cracks the door

open to see the commotion. He decides to remain hidden,

knowing he’s the person the guys are really after. Seat

takes a seat in front of the girls who sit on the sofa

together.

SETH

Now, before we tear this place

apart, I have a few questions.

Christina takes a slow, deep, breath and then screams

loudly.

CHRISTINA

HEEEEEEELP!

Seth takes a nearby spray bottle of cleaner and sprays in

her mouth to shut her up.

SETH

Contrary to whatever it is you got

going on up here, I do not like to

get violent. BUT I WILL, SHOULD YOU

FORCE MY HAND! Strike two girly,

strike two.

In between her gagging and coughing, she asks...

CHRISTINA

What the hell do you want from us?

SETH

It’s clear you’re in no position to

question us, so save your breath.

(MORE)
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SETH (cont’d)
Interrupt me again and next time

it’ll be your jaw, not your knee,

understand?

Christina glares at him. Dean, still in the kitchen, opens

the refrigerator and inspects.

DEAN

You chicks got anything to drink?

Eh, fuck it.

He closes the fridge and notices a Chinese restaurant menu

on the outside. He re-enters the living room with pizza.

SETH

First question, how many of you are

there here? Second, where’s the

totem?

CHRISTINA

There’s just the two of us here and

I don’t know what you’re talking

about.

Seth walks about the living area and looks around.

SETH

Lets see...as I look around I count

1,2,3 cell phones lying about. I

also see 1,2,3 plates with food. 3

phones, 3 plates, but only 2

bodies. How do you explain that?

CHRISTINA

Like I said, there’s only the two

of us.

Seth stares at Christina, then looks to Vicki who is too

scared to make eye contact. Seth signals to Roman to cover

the girls mouths, to which Roman complies.

SETH

OK, then. Boys, lets clean house.

The three henchmen start tossing the apartment looking for

the parcel in question. Pulling out drawers, ripping

cushions, flipping tables and chairs, making a wreck of the

place. Tony keeps the door cracked open to observe from the

back, then closes it with worried look on this face. He

looks around the bedroom for something to fight back with.

Dean clears the first bedroom, then makes his way toward the

back room of the apartment.
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SETH

This would go by much faster if you

just tell us where the damn thing

is hidden.

Dean stands in front of the door to the back room and

knocks. Silence. He enters. In the front of the apartment,

the guys stop what they’re doing to observe the new found

commotion in the back. The girls lean forward as they look

to the back.

SETH

(To the girls) Don’t move. Roman,

Watch them.

ROMAN

With pleasure.

After a few more seconds of profanity laced scuffling

around, Seth heads to the back to enter the fray and comes

back dragging Tony out with Dean.

DEAN

I had it under control.

SETH

I know. Welcome to the party, Tony.

They set Tony Down on the floor near the girls. Seth

addresses Christina.

SETH

Just the two of you, huh? That’s

strike three. You know why we’re

here, dont’cha tony?

TONY

For the thing I stole.

SETH

Yup, and you’re gonna tell us where

it is. So talk.

TONY

Honestly? I don’t know where it is.

DEAN

You took it didn’t you? From the

birthday party? Cause they got you

on camera.
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TONY

Sure did. Its been hidden ever

since, but not by me. You can beat

me all you want, but I can’t tell

you what I don’t know.

A look of concern grows on Seth’s face.

SETH

Dean, you’re the body language

expert here. What do you think?

DEAN

Sadly, I think he’s telling the

truth, friendo.

SETH

I was hoping you wouldn’t say that.

ROMAN

Now what?

SETH

I don’t know. Not sure what the

play here is.

Seth’s phone rings.

SETH

It’s the boss. just keep searching.

(answers phone) Hello?

THE BOSS

Do we have it?

SETH

Not yet. We’re still searching, but

it’s definitely here.

THE BOSS

We’re already falling behind

schedule. I figured you would’ve

had it by now. What’s the hold up?

SETH

Turns out our guy doesn’t know

where your item is, but I can

assure you we’re close.

Dean stands next to Seth to hear the conversation.
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THE BOSS

Your assurances mean nothing to me!

What is he saying?

SETH

He’s honestly not giving us much to

go on, sir.

THE BOSS

Is he alone?

SETH

No, there are two chicks here with

him.

THE BOSS

Is one of them the petite brunette?

The shy one?

Seth turns around and notices Vicki.

SETH

Yeah, she’s here.

THE BOSS

I remember her from the birthday

party. She was with him too. What’s

she doing?

SETH

I don’t know. Just sitting there

looking at us. It’s odd, she hasn’t

made eye contact since we’ve been

here.

DEAN

Hold on, I got this.

Dean walks over to where Vicki is sitting and glares at her

with direct eye contact. She reluctantly looks up and locks

eyes with him.

DEAN

Hey.

Dean gets closer and closer and the two never break eye

contact. A look of worry grows on Tony and Christinas’ face

as Seth and Roman look on. As he gets closer Vicki begins to

sweat.

DEAN

I’m sorry, is it hot in here?
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Soon, their faces are inches apart when Vicki jets her eyes

at the liquor cabinet against the wall and back. Dean looks

back at the cabinet and points for Seth. Seth walks over to

the cabinet and instinctively picks a single bottle up to

inspect it. He looks over to Vicki who has an apologetic

look on her face.

SETH

Bit early for a drink, isn’t it?

Seth lifts the bottle over his head and smashes the bottle

down, shattering it to reveal something hidden in plastic

wrap. Vicki lets her head down in defeat. Seth picks up the

item and gets back on the phone.

SETH

We have it, boss.

THE BOSS

Good, deliver it to me.

SETH

You got it, see you soon.

They hang up and get the trio get ready to leave.

DEAN

Tell me, what was the next step

with this? You couldn’t really be

stupid enough to try selling this

online, so what was it?

TONY

There’s a fence I know who operates

on the other side of town. He meets

all of his clients at a Chinese

restaurant to conduct business. We

already made arrangements for him

to buy it. Said he’d pay $100,000

dollars just to have it.

ROMAN

What!?

TONY

Yeah. There’s a menu for the

restaurant with his contact info on

the fridge.

Dean goes to the kitchen to grab the menu.
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SETH

So, all you did was talk? You’ve

never met and he doesn’t know what

you look like?

TONY

Correct.

The threesome make their way to the door.

SETH

Well, pleasure doing business with

you. We’ll be back once the boss

figures out how to best deal with

you, Tony. Later.

Roman closes the door behind him as they all leave.

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX. AFTERNOON.

The trio of thugs are walking back to the car when Seth

stops. The other two take notice.

DEAN

What’s up?

SETH

I was just thinking...I wanna make

sure my ears are working. How much

did that guy say his buyer was

willing to pay for this?

DEAN

$2500.

SETH

That’s almost double what boss man

is shelling out for this job.

Thinking what I’m thinking?

ROMAN

Good old fashion double-cross? I

like it.

DEAN

Me too. Give me the keys, I’ll

drive.

The trio make it back to the trunk and open it to put the

weapons back. Dean surveys the area around them.
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DEAN

Hey guys, I just had an idea. You

know whats better than $2500 split

3 ways?

While Seth and Roman have their attention to the trunk, Dean

pulls out a large knife and stabs both of them repeatedly.

He then dumps both their bodies in the trunk and slams it

shut. Dean pulls out the restaurant menu.

DEAN

$2500 in its entirety.

Dean hops in the drivers seat, pulls out and rives off.

MEANWHILE...

INT. APARTMENT. AFTERNOON.

Tony returns from the kitchen with a knife to cut the zip

ties. The tape has already been removed from the girls

mouths.

VICKI

I ruined everything Tony, I’m so

sorry.

TONY

For what? You did exactly what I

expected.

VICKI

What?

TONY

No offense Vicki, but I could never

trust you with something that

valuable. I knew it was only a

matter of time before those goons

showed their face, so the figurine

I gave you was the wrong one.

Everything happened the way I

predicted.

VICKI

Wait, so if that was a fake,

where’s the real one?

CHRISTINA

I got that covered.
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Christina slides a small table against a wall out of the way

to reveal a hidden electrical socket. She picks up a

screwdriver from the floor where the drawer was dumped and

removes the socket fixture. Inside is another small parcel.

VICKI

I would have never thought of that.

CHRISTINA

Now what?

TONY

They have the menu, but its for the

wrong restaurant. We’re gonna go

meet the real guy at the real place

and leave town. Luckily, we’re

already packed.

Tony steps outside and grabs one of the garbage bags that

was sitting by the front door.

TONY

Too bad those clowns didn’t bother

to check our trash. If they’d

looked closer, they would have

noticed this is actually a bag of

clothes. Let’s go.

Vicki, Christina, and Tony grab a few more things and exit

the apartment.


